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Dancing With Myself
POLARIS NUCLEAR SUB
Over 7 Feet Long
Big Enough For
2 Kids
Fires Rockets and Torpedoes
Only $6.98

FEATURES
- Over 7 feet long
- Seats 2 kids
- Controls that work
- Rockets that fire
- Real periscope
- Firing torpedoes
- Electrically lit
- Instrument panel

HOW Cleanup A TREASURE CHEST OF FUN

THROW YOUR VOICE
Throw your voice
into trunks,
behind doors,
everywhere.
Instrument fits
in your mouth
and out of sight.
 Fool teacher,
friends and
family. Free book
on how to
Become a
Ventilologist.
No. 137
25¢

ONION GUM
Yes—Looks
like real chewing gum but
tastes like . . . like . . .
ONIONS! Its too funny! 5
slices a pack.
No. 281
20¢

MAGIC CARDS
Deck is marked and stripped. Can be read from the
back but looks like ordinary deck. With instructions
for 10 terrific tricks.
No. 183
$1.98

WORMS
Drop these seeming-
ly innocent pellets
into a glass of wa-
ter and magically a
worm will appear.
Can you imagine the
look of horror on your
victims face? It's harmless.
No. 612
15¢

HOUR S AND HOURS OF ADVENTURE
Sturdily constructed of 200 lb. test fibreboard. Comes
complete with easy assembly instructions. Costs only
$5.98 for this giant of fun, adventure and science. (Be-
cause of the POLARIS SUBS giant size we must ask for
75c shipping charges.)

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Order today and we will rush your POLARIS NUCLEAR
SUB to you. Use it for 10 full days. If you don't think
it is the greatest ever—the best toy you ever had—just
send it back for full purchase price refund.

10 DAY FREE TRIAL
HONOR HOUSE PROD. CO. Dept. 53 PS 17
LYNbrook, NEW YORK
Rush me my POLARIS NUCLEAR SUB. I can use it for 10 days and if I am not delighted
return it for full purchase price refund.
SEND IT PREPAID. I enclose $5.98 plus 75c
for help cover shipping charges.
SEND IT C.O.D. I enclose $5.00 will de-
posit and I will pay postman $5.98 on delivery
plus C.O.D. postage.

NAME ________________________________
ADDRESS __________________________________________
CITY ZONE STATE ____________________________
N.Y. State residents please add 4% sales tax.

UNBEATABLE SELF DEFENSE MADE EASY
KETSUGO ONLY $100

The powerful choice
secret of. Karate, Aikido,
Ate-Waza, Judo, Jovare,
Jiu Jitsu, Savate
REDUCE ANY ASSAILANT TO CRINGING HELPLESSNESS
IN SECONDS
Learn by yourself in just one week. No matter how small
you are you can walk with confi-
dence—for men.
No. 224
$1.00

TRICK BLACK SOAP
Ordinary looking piece of soap. Victim washes face
and gets blacker and blacker. When he
gets a look in the
mirror, he'll be shocked.
Harmless.
No. 575
Only 25¢

Honor House Prod. Corp.
Dept. 53 GK 17
Lynbrook, N.Y.
Rush me the items listed below. If I am not 100% satisfied, I may return any part of my purchase after
10 days Free Trial for full refund of purchase price.

Item Name of Item How Many Total Price

$1.00

NAME ________________________________________
ADDRESS __________________________________________
Sorly, we cannot ship orders for less than $1.00.
Add $1.25 for postage and handling to all orders.
The Adventures of Nar Duell
In Second Life

Dancing With Myself

Yeah, well, I've been in a good space. Lately, ya know... made some changes in my life. I'm getting out more, seeing people, living life... just happier in my own skin.

Whoa, dude! You've put on a little weight!!!

STARING ME!

Nar Duell would like to express her undying gratitude to all her wonderful SR friends and hered for the fun -- Desdemona Entelee, Douglas Story, Osir, and Monepark and Lissa Mayken.

BTW — Have you changed your hair lately? It looks lighter.

No, I've always had the same hair.

Really!!! Could have sworn...

Hang on! Nar takes a second for an 'almost' past life regression — maybe there was an early, formative, dark episode in her life!!!
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FLASHING BACK, NAR STRUGGLES TO REMEMBER THE DAY SHE WAS BORN – JANUARY 19TH, 2007, 5:35 PM.

SHE HAS A VAGUE RECOLLECTION THAT THERE WAS SOME KIND OF KERUFFLE.

KIRSTIE CANCER DRAMA
Heavy smoking is killing her

Demi’s Face Is Melting!
Ashlen’s cheating taking a toll

NOW

ENQUIRER

WORLD EXCLUSIVE
Nar Duell
Avatar Born With
Blue Hair

Mother gasps at first sight of her baby!

SECOND LIFE
SEX SCANDAL
WHAT COACH’S WIFE IS HIDING

BLUE!!!

NAR THINKS “IT’S ALL COMING BACK!”

IT WAS... IT WAS... IT WAS...

NAR REMembers NEXT RUSHING OFF TO TAMi Mccoy’s hair shop to PURCHASE hair. BEING A LITTLE ON THE CHEAP SIDE – SHE PREFERS THE WORD CAREFUL – she grabbed the LEAST EXPENSIVE hair she could find – it was BLONDE!
BLOOOG, YIKES! HOW DID THIS HAPPEN? SLIGHTLY BETTER THAN BLUE BUT I DUNNO!

FACED WITH THE ETHICAL, EXISTENTIAL AND ABOVE ALL, EMOTIONAL DECISION – TO BE BLONDE OR NOT. NAR VACILLATES BUT IN THE END DECIDES SHE CAN NOT SEE HERSELF AS A BLONDE BY CHOICE.

SHE HURRIES BACK TO TAMI MCCOYS SHOP DETERMINED TO SPEND WHATEVER IT TAKES, AND BUYS THE BRUNETTE HAIR AND STYLE.

READER OPINION POLL

IS NAR A NATURAL
A) BLONDE?
B) BRUNETTE?
C) BLUE?

YOUR OPINION MATTERS!

Donning a pair of white wings and her newly minted brown hair NAR contently flies off in search of friends.

But within minutes disaster strikes! Nar's database corrupts! Her wonderful brunette coif inexplicably ends up stuck to her behind along with one of her very expensive designer pink-laced Doc Martins.

Is this a sign? Was the brunette decision all wrong? Are higher powers sending a message?

ARRGGGHHHHH!
NAR TRIES TO GET USED TO THE IDEA OF BLONDE!

1. Denial: "I feel fine," "This can't be happening to me.
Denial is usually the only temporary defense
for the first stage. The denial is given of the person's condition
and is supported by an aspect of the person's life that will be left behind.

2. Anger: "Why are you being so nice?", "It can't be true.
Can this happen to me?" The individual is often
in shock and is unable to accept the truth.

3. Bargaining: "But it's not fair. Why me?", "It has to be someone else.
Or, "I'll do anything to make it stop."

4. Depression: "I'm so sad, why bother
with anything?", "I'm going to be broken forever.
No one will ever love me."

5. Acceptance: "I'm going to be okay.
It's going to be okay."

MEANWHILE BACK AT THE PRESENT...

"THIS AIN'T NO PARTY"
"THIS AIN'T NO DISCO"

"THIS AIN'T NO FOOLIN' AROUND!"

CONTINUED IN THIS ISSUE...
Hey, buddy, can't you see— the lady's signalling 'time' clear out already!

What? What's your problem? We're trying to have a good time here.

It's my singing, I just know. It's my singing. Why doesn't she just come out and say so.

Your singing is fine. I just thought I should be dancing alone.

Nar's comic is called 'Dancing With Myself'. She's just trying to get on with the story.

I've got an idea— let's all go shoe shopping. That always cheers me up.

Really! Shoe shopping?

Really! Shoe shopping?

That is like... so unfair. Why do we have to write? I want to go shoe shopping. I need to go shoe shopping shoe shopping shoe shopping waaaaah!
OKAY, CHILL ALREADY. WE'LL GO SHOPPING. BUT THEN WE HAVE TO GET BACK TO WRITING THE COMIC BOOK. WE GOT A DEAL?

Ah, not exactly in love with the selection they have here.

Looking good! Digging the red. What are you going to wear them with anyway? Hmmm, are they the right size? They appear a bit tight.

I think they're perfect for your skin tones.

They're a wee bit pinchy. Maybe I can get them stretched?

They just don't make shoes for wide feet. Honest, you have to look high and low.

An idea takes root!

It's simple. We complain, hey take a letter, will ya? Dear shoe shop, comma. (New line) I have been a regular customer...

Hello! Comic book anyone?

Hello! Comic book anyone?

Dear shoe shop,

I have been a regular customer of yours for many years now. I have always found the quality of your shoes to be consistent and the styles up to date. As well, I have found the service to be of top-notch quality. Sadly, I am writing today about an unfortunate issue that has come to my attention. I do not feel you do enough to accommodate your plus size customers. There are some of us who due to no fault of our own have great difficulty fitting into a normal shoe size. It would be much appreciated if you were able to close size 10 and up.

Thank you for your time and consideration. I look forward to many more years of satisfied customizing at your establishment.

Yours truly,
Diem Story
MAN, THAT LETTER WAS LIKE... TOO STRESSFUL. I'M EXHAUSTED! I NEED SOME SPA TIME. WHO'S COMING TO THE SPA WITH ME?

YOU OKAY?

NOT BAD. JUST HANGING OUT.

GROOVY!

TOO FUN!!

I LOVE YOU GUYS! YOU'RE MY BEST BFFS.
I'm thinking we should get back to the disco and like hit the dance floor!

OH NO, I CAN'T BE SEEN — MY SKIN IS ALL PRUNEY!

Hmmm... I'm thinking of going back to work. Got any opinions?

Whatever, BTW aren't your shoes getting soggy?

Hello! Anybody here?

Geez, there must be someone watching! Really? Nobody's here? Nobody's watching me dance? There's got to be someone now, I'm am with myself and I'm very sure that somebody's watching me. Ooohhh, yes, please.
MONSTER SIZE MONSTERS

FULL 6 FT. TALL
IN AUTHENTIC COLOR
ONLY $1.00

Just imagine your friends' shock when they walk into your room and see the "visitor" standing around . . . as BIG as life. Frankenstein and Dracula - as awful and sinister as any wild dream. . . . . . . . . . . A full 6-feet tall in chilling full color on durable 80-pound stock, and so life-like you'll probably find yourself talking to them. Won't you be surprised if they answer! Just send $1 plus 25¢ to cover postage and handling for each monster you want. Money back if not satisfactorily horrified.

10-DAY FREE TRIAL

Honor House Prod. Corp.
Dept. 53·MS·OS Lynbrook, N. Y.
Rush me my 6-ft. tall monsters. Send me:
☐ Frankenstein  ☐ Dracula
I enclose $1 plus 25¢ for postage and handling for each. If I don't get shivers of delight, I can return my purchase within 10 days and you will refund the full purchase price.

Name ________________________________________
Address ______________________________________
Wonder makes bread the way you like it. Fresh 'n soft.

One squeeze, one taste will convince Mom that Wonder is the bread kids eat up.

FREE TRADING CARDS of CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND

ONE CARD FREE INSIDE EVERY S特别 MARKED LOAF OF WONDER BREAD.

From March 20—April 30, 1978

© 1978 ITT CONTINENTAL BAKING COMPANY

* WONDER BREAD IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF ITT CONTINENTAL BAKING CO

SPECIAL MEMBERSHIP OFFER
CE3K SKYWATCHERS™ Join now and receive a portfolio of materials designed especially for members. As part of your portfolio is a special 16" X 20" UFO Sighting Map, an exclusive E.T. photo from the film, a flex record and one year's subscription to the periodic newsletter mailed separately.

CE3K SKYWATCHERS™ P.O. Box 2300 Grand Central Station N.Y., N.Y. 10017 Please enroll me as:

☐ Junior Member, annual dues $3.50
☐ Senior Member, annual dues $5.00 (Send check or money order)
Junior Membership under 13 years of age.

Name _________________________ Age ______

Address ________________________

City ___________________________

State __________________________ Zip ______

Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of portfolio
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